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General materials and supplies: Super Sandcastle Saturday book, 2 balance scales, collection of 4-6 containers with different capacities, 
bag of pattern blocks per table, 1”x2” sticky note per person, 8 straws per table, 8 popsicle sticks per table, large day of the week cards, 
large month signs with yarn, collection of 4-6 literature books per table, crayons, scissors, tape 
 
 

 
Slide Tasks/Activity  Notes 

 

 

(slide 1) Title: Grade 1 Module 5 
This module focuses on measurement and the use of literature in developing mathematical 
concepts. Notice that, while there are only a couple of essential standards in measurement for 
first grade, the understanding of attributes (properties) crosses multiple strands – specifically 
data, geometry, as well as number and algebra.  
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 2) Attributes – Ways to Describe 
Attributes are the basis of comparisons and classifications and are the foundation of the Dewey 
Decimal system and the science classification systems. Each of the objects on the slide has many 
attributes. We will be talking about those attributes as we work together in this module. 
(Do not stop to talk about attributes here. The pictures are repeated on slide 5.) 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 3) What is Measurement? 
Measurement is both a count of units and a process. Have a volunteer read points from the slide. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 4) What is Measurement? 
Measurement activities can teach important everyday skills, strengthen students’ knowledge of 
other important topics in mathematics and connect between other subject areas.  
 
Give participants 2 minutes to brainstorm and list at their tables ways students use measurement 
concepts or skills. Then ask each group to read 2 items off its list, not repeating examples. Go 
around the room as many times as necessary to get all items on the lists. 
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(slide 5) Measurable Attributes 
Objects have many attributes such as texture, color, and size. Measurable attributes are 
quantifiable characteristics of an object. What measurable attributes might we explore for each of 
the objects  shown on the slide?  Make a list at your table.  Have volunteers share attributes for 
each object. 
  
Young children begin exploring measurable attributes by looking at, touching, and comparing 
physical objects directly. If they pick up two boxes, they can begin to determine which is heavier 
than the other. If they pour juice into different cups, they experience if one will hold more than 
the other. If they line up two jump ropes side by side, they can see if one is longer or shorter than 
the other.  
 
As they begin to develop understanding of measurement concepts, they should also develop 
vocabulary for describing the results of their explorations. Ask participants: What comparative 
language becomes part of a child’s natural vocabulary based on experiences? (longer than, 
shorter than, about the same, taller, shorter, heavier, lighter, cooler, warmer, faster and slower) 
 
Experiences with directly comparing measurable attributes lead children into more formal 
measuring concepts. We will discuss the process of measurement and some of its components. 
The vocabulary presented is for adults and is not a vocabulary definition list for children. 
Children develop understandings of these concepts and develop appropriate language through 
their activities. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 6) Process of Measurement 
(This is content from last year so review it quickly.) 
The process of measurement is the same for all attributes.  
• First, the particular attribute to be measured must be determined. 
•  Secondly, an appropriate unit having the same attribute is selected. Also, the size of the unit 

chosen should relate reasonably to the size of the object being measured. For example, if 
students were to measure the length of a classroom table, they might use straws which have 
length themselves and also would be a reasonable unit of length for matching the table length. 
Paperclips also have length but they might be too small a unit for students to handle table.  

• Finally, the selected unit is compared to the object and the amount needed (measure) is 
determined. 
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(slide 7) Conservation 
Teachers frequently think about conservation of number; it is an important idea related to 
measurement also. Ask a participant to read the definition on the slide. 
 
The pencils illustrate conservation of length. The length of the pencils does not change as they 
are rearranged. Another example of conservation of length would be the recognition that a piece 
of string that is stretched out maintains the same length when it is gathered up in a ball. 
 
Conservation of area is modeled with the blue rectangle which can be cut on the diagonal and 
rearranged into the triangle. The area remains the same although the shapes do not look the same. 
 
Ask: What are some examples illustrating conservation of weight? (ball of play dough and then 
rolling it out into a snake; a piece of aluminum foil and then crumbling it up into a ball) 
 
Ask: What are some examples illustrating conservation of capacity? (pouring from one pint 
container into different shaped container which also holds a pint)? 
 

 

 

 

(slide 8) Transitivity 
An example of transitivity is comparing a desk in one room with a bookcase in another room to 
see if exchanging them would work for the particular available space.  
 
By marking a string the width of the desk and then taking the string to compare it with the 
bookcase, you can determine if the bookcase is the same, shorter or longer than the desk.  In the 
equations shown, the string becomes the “B” as it is compared to “A” the desk and “C” the 
bookcase. 
 
Understanding the conservation of the string’s length precedes the concept of transitivity. It is 
important to recognize that the string’s length remains constant even when the string is balled up 
and moved from one place to another. 
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(slide 9) Units 
The chosen unit should have the same attribute as the attribute to be measured. Lengths are 
compared to units of length, area to units of area, weight to units of weight, etc. 
 
For example, a pencil to measure the length of the table would be appropriate and three 
dimensional tennis balls would be appropriate to measure the capacity of the bucket. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 10) Unit Iteration 
 Iteration or the repetition of units requires that the units line up, cover or fill in an organized way 
without gaps or overlaps. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 11) Estimation of Measurements 
At their tables have participants discuss the questions on the slide and give examples of using 
estimation in their classrooms. After a couple of minutes, have a volunteer from each table share 
with the whole group. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 12) Estimation Questions 
Giving an estimate is a difficult task for young children because they have not developed the 
concepts of “estimate” and “about.” Suppose you had multiple copies of large 18 inch footprints 
and posed the question “About how many large footprints will it take to measure across the rug at 
the front of the room?”  
 
The idea of “about” is one that requires a lot of time for children to understand. Asking for 
estimates using one of the formats shown on the slide helps children develop the concept of 
“about” rather than having them give a specific number. Every child can give an estimate without 
having to pull a number out of the air. 
 
• “Do you think it will be more or less than 12 footprints?” 
• “Is it closer to 6 footprints or 15 footprints? 
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• “Do you think it will be between 12 and 20 or between 20 and 30 footprints?” 
• “Do you think it will be about 15 or about 25 or about 50 footprints?” 
 
Estimating several things in succession with the same unit helps children with number sense and 
measures. 
 

 

 

(slide 13) Estimation in Measurement 
Estimation is important in measuring activities for several reasons. Share the following points 
from the slide.  
• The estimate a student makes provides information about his number sense such as 

recognizing a large amount and calling it a number that seems big to him. Many estimation 
and counting opportunities help students refine number sense. This is true for both non-
standard and standard measurements. 

• A student must recognize the attribute to be measured and understand the process of 
measurement to give a meaningful estimate.  

• Estimating can be fun and can encourage a competitive spirit, getting students to want to be 
better at estimating.  

• When referents or benchmarks are provided, students come to see their importance in 
determining a better estimate. For example, if students are shown three pencil lengths across a 
table, then they can use that to help them in estimating the total length in pencils.  

• When estimating, students must have a visual image of the unit before they can make a 
reasonable estimate. 

 

 

 

 

(slide 14) Literature Connection 
Read the book Super Sandcastle Saturday and have participants jot notes about the mathematical 
concepts illustrated in the book.  
 
Have them share their thoughts. (Possible concepts to be mentioned include: appropriate units, 
size of unit determines how many needed, iteration of units, nonstandard units, need for standard 
units) 
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(slide 15) Grade 1 Measurement Standards 
Have participants study the measurement standards for K-2 and discuss the questions at their 
table. Volunteers share thoughts with whole group. 
 
(While participants are reading the standards, distribute a card for a future slide activity to 
each table, which they will present to the total group.) 
 

 

 

 

(slide 16) Making Comparisons 
Children first begin measuring an attribute with direct comparison. When students are comparing 
lengths, teachers observe how they begin. Do students line up the objects at the same starting 
point? When students are comparing weights, do they begin with a balanced scale? All these 
skills need to be modeled and demonstrated for students. 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 17) Weight Comparison Task (table presents) 
Discuss the definitions of weight and mass.  
Weight is the measure of the pull or force of gravity on an object.  
Mass is the amount of matter in an object and a measure of the force needed to move it.  
 
On earth, the measures of mass and weight are the same. On the moon where the pull of gravity 
is much less than on earth, an object’s weight is less than its weight on earth but the mass 
remains the same on the moon and on earth. For primary students the term “weight” can be used 
as they explore how much something weighs and classify things as lighter or heavier.  
 
This activity involves comparing weights in an open ended way. The teacher provides a 
collection of jars and other containers, dry beans or rice, and water. As students work through 
trial and error, they come to select another container and an appropriate amount of water that will 
balance the jar of beans.  
 
This type of activity reinforces the attribute of weight (mass) and its true meaning as children see 
that objects of different size, shape, and texture can have the same weight. Having students 
explain their work and justify their results has them practicing the process standards of 
communication and reason and proof. 
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(slide 18) Weight Comparison Tasks (table presents) 
These sample tasks have students focusing on the two attributes of size and weight. It helps 
children distinguish between the attributes and recognize that the relationship between size and 
weight is not constant. Again, these are open-ended tasks which have children working 
concretely to develop understanding of weight. 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 19) Capacity vs Volume 
In first grade the attribute of capacity is added in the NC Essential Standards. Volume and 
capacity both refer to measures of three-dimensional objects. A cup has capacity, the ability to 
hold a measure, while a brick has volume. It occupies space.  
 
Volume is officially addressed in middle school as students use formulas based on linear 
measurements such as length, height and width to determine it. Volume can also refer to the 
capacity of a container or the number of units needed to fill it, but the term “capacity” is the 
focus for primary students. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 20) Comparing Capacity 
As with any attribute, measurement of capacity is first explored through direct comparison. Ask a 
participant to read the information on the slide. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 21) Comparing Capacity (table presents) 
How might students respond to the question? 
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(slide 22) Target Capacity Sorting (table presents) 
For this activity, one container is labeled as the “Target”. A collection of various containers is 
provided for the sorting and comparison. Teachers should present the task and have students 
complete it in their own way. Explanations provide insight into students’ thinking. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 23) Using Nonstandard Units 
Using nonstandard units in beginning measurement activities is beneficial for all students. Have 
participants read the information on the slide. Nonstandard units are less structured and allow 
students to engage in the process of measurement as they experience various attributes.  
 
Teachers can determine the range of numbers students experience by choosing appropriate units 
for the attribute being measured. For example, providing straws to measure the width of a 
bookcase rather than toothpicks puts the number in a more reasonable range which young 
students can handle.  
 
As students compare and discuss their measurements of the same objects, they recognize the 
differences and come to see the need for having more common or standard units that they can 
really compare. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 24) Nonstandard Units in the Classroom 
Have participants discuss nonstandard units they use for each attribute and record them by 
attribute on chart paper to be displayed.  They should also record what they would have students 
measure with each nonstandard unit.  
 
Why is it important for teachers to plan which nonstandard units and which objects will be 
measured in advance? (This allows students to work with numbers that they can make sense of. 
For example, a child who struggles with counting larger numbers could use a larger unit to 
measure.) 
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(slide 25) Units of Capacity 
Capacity and volume can be measured in two different type units. One type is containers or 
scoops which define the unit as they are filled and poured repeatedly into the container being 
measured. The other type is solid units such as wooden cubes, marbles, tennis balls, teddy bear 
counters, etc which fill the container and are then counted. 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 26) Measuring Capacity (table presents) 
This activity can be done with rice, beans or any other small objects which can be scooped up. A 
scoop of material is the unit and the number of scoops indicates the measure of capacity. 
Estimating capacity is more difficult than estimating length or weight. Think about the times you 
have estimated which container to put leftovers in after dinner and then had to change the 
container after actually putting the leftovers in. Children need many hands-on opportunities to 
estimate and measure capacity. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 27) Measuring Capacity 
This activity involves measuring capacity with solid units. Children can experience estimating, 
measuring, and counting units of different sizes in various containers. They can compare 
measures as they change units or change containers. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 28) Length Tasks (table presents) 
Have participants at each table number themselves 1 to 4, repeating numbers as needed. 
Introduce each of these open ended tasks (#3 and #4 continue on next slide).and have participants 
focus on their particular numbered task.  
 
They may work individually or with other participants working on the same task. They should 
complete the task and note how they started thinking about the task, how they completed the task 
and the mathematics that are involved in the task.  
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(slide 29) Length Tasks: Present Task 3 and 4 and then have participants work on their 
particular numbered task for 8-10 minutes.  
 
After the tasks are finished, have several volunteers for each task explain how they worked on 
the task and describe the math involved.  

• 1: comparing and ordering height with either direct comparison or using instruments;  
• 2: measuring length with nonstandard units, iterating units, identical units, zero point;  
• 3: direct comparison and ordering of heights;  
• 4: different size sticks, leaving gaps between sticks, not measuring in a straight line, not 

starting at the edge of the bookcase 
 

 

 

 

(slide 30) Measuring Length 
Have participants turn to the Measuring Length Recording handout and read the tasks.   
 
Discuss the following questions:  

• What mathematics are involved in these tasks? (recognizing attribute of length, choosing 
appropriate units, recognizing the compensatory principle-less of larger units needed, 
more of smaller units needed) 

• Why are these types of tasks important? (students choose their own units, iterate units, 
compare two lengths, understand that the length of the table is longer in each unit than the 
width of the door) 

• What should teachers be noting as they observe students working? (units chosen, 
beginning point, gaps or overlaps of units) 

 

 

 

 

(slide 31) Length Assessment Task 
This task could be used as an assessment for students’ understanding of linear length.  
 
Each table of participants will complete the task. The #1 and #2 participants from each table (as 
previously numbered) are students and will do the measurement task while #3 and #4 participants 
assume the role of teacher and record their observations during the task, noting the mathematical 
understandings and/or misunderstandings shown by the “students.” The task continues on the 
next slide. 
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(slide 32) Length Assessment Task 
The participants continue their roles as they complete this second part of the task.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 33) Length Assess. Task Observations 
Have participants #3 and #4 at each table discuss their observations and notes with their partners 
highlighting the mathematical understandings they saw. Then have each table group think about 
next activities and/or tasks that would be appropriate. After about 5 minutes, have volunteers 
from each group share their ideas. 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 34) Ladybug Laps 
Linear measurement is not always in straight lines. In this activity students are measuring the 
perimeter or around the outside of figures. This is an extension for linear measurement and is 
adapted from The Super Source Pattern Blocks Grades K-2 published by ETA/Cuisenaire. 
 
Have partners work together to construct a track using the 6 blocks, noting the rule that each 
block must match with a complete side of another block. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 35) Ladybug Laps 
Distribute a piece of Triangle Grid Paper to each pair of participants. Note that there is a copy of 
Triangle Grid Paper in their handouts for future use. Partners will trace and color their track near 
the top of their grid paper. The length around the track will be determined with the unit of one 
side of the green triangle.  
 
After designing a second track with the same set of blocks, participants will record their tracks on 
the bottom half of the grid paper and label their lengths. 
Have partners share their work at their table and then cut their grid paper in half, separating the 
two tracks. 
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(slide 36) Ladybug Laps 
Have several participants show their tracks and give the lengths. Determine the shortest track and 
the longest track by asking if any others have a shorter track or longer track than the ones which 
have been shared. Write the two lengths on chart paper or on the board. 
 
Have participants with tracks equal to the minimum (12) and maximum (20) lengths post them 
under the label. Ask participants to discuss their observations and offer any generalizations they 
might make. (The more compactly the blocks are arranged, the shorter the length around.) 
 

 

 

 

(slide 37) Ladybug Extensions 
These are extensions which could follow the Ladybug Laps activity. Since the minimum and 
maximum lengths for the tracks have been determined, a class line plot of all track lengths can be 
made. 
 
Have a volunteer come and draw the line plot on the board or chart paper. Have each participant 
put a small sticky note over the appropriate length on the line plot for each of the tracks. Have 
participants discuss their analysis of the line plot. (Possible perimeters with this set of blocks are 
12, 14, 16, 18, 20) 
 
Direct participants back to the slide and have them discuss at their tables how their students 
might begin to think about each of the last two extensions. Have several volunteers share the 
thoughts from their groups. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 38) What Day is It? 
Another topic of measurement involves the cyclical passage of  days, weeks, and months. This 
activity helps children learn the names of the days of the week, their order, and attributes in 
addition to providing them with movement opportunities.  
 
Create large cards with the name of a day written on them and distribute them. Saying a day and 
having the child with that card stand up allows children the confidence in knowing the day they 
are holding even if they are not sure about reading it. Once they know for certain the day on their 
card, then they can be more successful in arranging themselves in order.  
 
Afterwards, children give their cards to other children. Give a clue such as, “Our class goes to art 
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on this day.” and have that child stand up. The children with the day before and the day after 
come and take their places on either side. The class can then read the sequence. Have those 
students sit and continue with other clues such as  
 “The last day of school in a week,”  
 “The middle day in a school week,” 
 “The days we do not go to school.” 
 

 

 

(slide 39) Lining Up a Year 
The months of a year can also be sequenced using this same type of activity.  
 
Have 12 participants (#2s and #3s from tables) volunteer to wear a month sign. Hang a sign 
around their necks with the month on their back, without each participant seeing his month.  
 
Ask participants to arrange themselves in order without looking at their own month and without 
talking. 
 
After they are in order, have them move their cards to the front. Give clues and have participants 
step forward if their month fits the clue.  
 
Possible clues include 
“ We give Valentines in which month?” 
“Months in which we have some summer vacation.” 
“The month in which we talk about Pilgrims and Indians.” 
 

 

 

 

(slide 40) Measurement Reflection 
Participants reflect on the module and share at their table. One point that was not mentioned in 
this module was duration of time. Have volunteers share ideas they have about teaching duration. 
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(slide 41) Using Literature to Teach Math 
The last part of the session will be making literature connections. Children enjoy hearing and 
reading stories. Making connections between language arts and mathematics can come naturally 
from these stories. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 42) Selecting Literature 
Good childrens’ literature engages and inspires and begs to be reread. The illustrations extend the 
text and draw in readers of all cultures and genders. According to David and Phyllis Whitin, 
authors of New Visions for Linking Literature and Mathematics 2004, when selecting math-
related literature books the following criteria should be considered: 

• Mathematical content is accurate, reflects functional use in realistic contexts, encourages 
positive attitudes 

• The tone of the book is inviting rather than just telling information. 
• The language and illustrations appeal to the readers and their interests 
• The book is inclusive, without stereotyping 

 

 

 

 

(slide 43) Points to Consider 
Once a book has been selected to accompany a mathematical topic, other points need to be 
considered in the planning stage.  

• How will the book be best used?  
• What questions will bring out stimulating discussion from the students.  
• What problem-posing questions will get them engaged in mathematical thinking? 
• What other topics might the book be  used with later? 

 
It is valuable for the students to have access to the books themselves to sit and “read” over and 
over, encouraging their own imaginations, discussions, and questions. 
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(slide 44) Planning Literature Connections 
Provide each group with 5-8 literature books. Participants work in pairs as they select a book to 
read and analyze. They are to think about mathematical ideas that could be introduced, developed 
or reinforced in first grade and how they would present them. They are to fill in their plans on the 
Literature Connection Template. Allow 20-30 minutes for this activity depending on time 
available.   
 

 

 

 

(slide 45) Reflecting on Literature 
Have participants talk at their tables as they discuss the two points listed on the slide. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 (slides 46-49) Credits 
 

 

 


